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HTML Links - W3Schools HTML Links - Hyperlinks. HTML links are hyperlinks. You can click on a link and jump to another document. When you move the
mouse over a link, the mouse arrow will turn into a little hand. Links : How to Make a Link - HTML Tutorial - EchoEcho.Com Then add the text that should work as
a link. Finally add an </a> tag to indicate where the link ends. Tryit Editor v3.5 - w3schools.com Save Your Code. If you click the save button, your code will be
saved, and you get an URL you can share with others.

Links in HTML documents - World Wide Web Consortium 12.1.3 Specifying anchors and links. Although several HTML elements and attributes create links to other
resources (e.g., the IMG element, the FORM element, etc.), this chapter discusses links and anchors created by the LINK and A elements. The LINK element may
only appear in the head of a document. The A element may only appear in the body. HTML a tag - W3Schools Differences Between HTML 4.01 and HTML5. In
HTML 4.01, the <a> tag could be either a hyperlink or an anchor. In HTML5, the <a> tag is always a hyperlink, but if it has no href attribute, it is only a placeholder
for a hyperlink. HTML Tutorial - Text Links - Tizag HTML - Text Links (Anchors) The World Wide Web got its spidery name from the plentiful connections (links)
that link websites together with the click of a button. What most people don't know is that HTML links are actually HTML anchors constructed using anchor tags
(<a>.

HTML link tag - W3Schools Well organized and easy to understand Web building tutorials with lots of examples of how to use HTML, CSS, JavaScript, SQL, PHP,
and XML. Links in HTML - HTML tutorials and reference Links are a vital part of HTML and the very reason why the WWW exists. In general, these links,
toghether with browsers' functionalities, allow users to move from one document to another in a very direct way. HTML Text Links - Tutorials Point A webpage can
contain various links that take you directly to other pages and even specific parts of a given page. These links are known as hyperlinks. Hyperlinks allow visitors to
navigate between Web sites by clicking on words, phrases, and images. Thus you can create hyperlinks using text or.

HTML Link Code - Quackit This page contains examples of html link code. You can copy and paste this code into your own HTML documents - just change the
values of the attributes as required. Named anchors allow you to "jump" to a given point on a page. This requires two pieces of code: one to create the named anchor,
and one.
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